BUYING A POLE
GUIDE
Looking to treat yourself, or a loved one to a pole? We've
got you covered. Pivot Pole Studio are an authorised reseller of X-Pole poles and products, so if you're looking to
get the ball rolling we can help answer any questions you
might have to make sure you get the right pole for your
needs and space. The best bit? You can enjoy 10% off any
X-Pole purchase if ordering through us.

info@pivotpolestudio.co.uk

@pivotpolestudio
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WHY CHOOSE
X-POLE?
X-Pole are the leading supplier and most trusted brand of
Pole and Aerial equipment, used by studios and renowned
artists and athletes worldwide. Their equipment is
engineered to the highest standard and suitable for
beginners to professionals. Each product has been
developed in consultation with leading dancers and
aerialists, to meet the demands of Pole Dancing. We
wouldn't choose anything else for our studio!
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03 // Things to consider
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THINGS TO CONSIDER

Note: our Studio poles are Competition/ duel lined poles. Stainless Steel and 45mm with an X-Lock. The
closest option for home would be a Stainless Steel or Chrome 45mm X-Pert Pro.

POLE TYPE
There are lots of different options for poles to suit different budgets and requirements. X-Sport, X-Pert, XPert Pro and Stage Poles. You can read about the different options on XPole's website to decide which is
best for you. They have a handy wizard on their homepage to help you chose!

CEILING HEIGHT & SUITABILITY
Before you order your pole you'll need to check your ceiling suitability, training space and ceiling height.
This will let you know if your ceiling and training space is safe to install a pole in and if you'll need any
extensions.

POLE FINISH & DIAMETER
Once you know you can safely install a Pole, you'll need to decide on your Pole Finish and diameter. There
are lots of different options for finishes, each with their own benefits and budgets. You'll also need to
decide on your Pole Diameter. Most Studios & performances will use 45mm, but if you have smaller hands
you may wish to choose a 40mm.
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POLE TYPES
XSPORT NX (STATIC)
New to pole and looking for a starter-level pole, but don’t want to sacrifice quality
for price? The X-POLE SPORT is made for you. Includes carry case in the cost.

XSPORT NXN (STATIC & SPIN)
The most popular fitness and dance pole in the world, the original spinning & static
XPERT pole from X-POLE has had an update! We’ve added some of the best bits of
the XPERT Pro (PX) to the XPERT (NXN) to give you an even better pole experience.
With the addition of the XPERT Pro (PX) dome and top insert, the XPERT is now
sleeker than ever. The new and improved XPERT (NXN) is ideal for the home poler
who wants the best of both worlds with static and spinning as standard. Please
note a carry case is not included in the price and must be purchased separately.
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POLE TYPES
XPERT PRO PX (STATIC & SPIN)
Taking the best elements of the XPERT, adding in the most advanced spinning &
static mechanism in the world, X-LOCK, plus a minimised, sleeker upper dome, and
you have the XPERT Pro. X-LOCK allows you to switch from static to spinning in an
instant and back with just a flick of the wrist, no tools needed. Please note a carry
case is not included in the price and must be purchased separately.

XSTAGE LITE NST04LT (STATIC & SPIN)
With a lower profile podium area and reduced weight, the X-POLE X-STAGE Lite is
even more portable, but just as stable as the X-STAGE. The X-STAGE Lite can be set
up anywhere with a 3.2m height clearance with no permanent fixings required
(shorter extensions available if you don’t have the minimum clearance). It also
features spinning & static modes as standard.
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POLE FINISHES
Chrome – The industry standard finish and a good all-rounder for all
levels of skill/experience. High grade steel poles are coated in
Chrome and polished to a high finish.
Stainless Steel – A great alternative to Chrome or Brass and very
hard wearing. Stainless Steel poles are polished to a mirror finish.
Also good for polers with nickel allergies and ideal for commercial
environments (studios and gyms) with a lot of polers!
Brass – Great in hotter climates as the grip factor increases with the
ambient temperature and the perfect choice for polers with nickel
allergies.
Titanium Gold – Chrome poles are taken and electronically coated
with the finish for an enhanced grip.
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POLE FINISHES
Powder Coat (Black, Pink & White) – Useful for people who struggle
to grip standard metal poles. Very high grip factor! Steel poles are
powder coated and baked to seal the finish. Available in black, white
and hot pink!
Silicone (Black & Pink) – The ultimate easy grip pole! Minimal skin to
pole contact needed. Steel poles have a silicone sleeve attached to
the surface of the pole. Available in 45mm pole diameter only.
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HOW TO ORDER

1.

2.

3.

CHOOSE YOUR POLE

HEAD TO OUR ONLINE STORE

WAIT & ENJOY

Decide on your Pole Type, finish,
diameter and measure your ceiling to
find out if you need any extensions.

Simply head to our TeamUp Store to
buy your Pole & extensions.

Orders are usually dispatched within
24-48 hours from your order date and
are usually delivered to you by courier

Check XPoles website for more details
on extensions and Pole heights.

We've only listed the most common
products ordered through us, so if you

within 48 hours of your order being
processed.

are requiring any other X-Pole products,
just drop us a line to order. All our prices
on our store include delivery and 10%
discount.

THE FINE PRINT
Pivot Pole Studio accepts no responsibility for any damage or injury caused by your order. You are
responsible for ensuring your training space is suitable, and your equipment is installed safely, correctly
and regularly maintained. We recommend warming up prior to training and cooling down after, as well as
training within your ability and using safety precautions such as a spotter and a crash mat. Pivot Pole
Studio holds no responsibility for non-delivery or late delivery. Should you need to return your X-Pole
product, please get in touch with Pivot Pole Studio as soon as possible to arrange a return within 14 days.
The product must be returned in the same condition you received it in their original packaging. We cannot
guarantee stock levels and availability of all items. Please note carry cases are not included with XPert Pro
and Xpert Pro Plus Poles. You can purchase these separately in our store. If your desired item is not listed
in our TeamUp store please get in touch with us. If you need assistance installing your pole we are happy
to help so please get in touch. For more information we recommend checking out the manufacturer's
FAQS.

